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Objective: structure learning

Given data D and/or some constraints on possible graphs
(structures) G, find structures that fit data and constraints “best”.

I Assume that possible G is a directed, but not necessarily
acyclic, graph

I “Best” = maximising score function s over all possible G
I We use a Bayesian score s(G|D) = s(G)s(D|G)

I s(G) is prior distribution on structures
I s(D|G) is marginalised likelihood
I s(D|G) is factorised over nodes (conditional on parents in G)

I We look for a distribution of scores s(G|D) over graphs



Monte Carlo approach to learning structure

I Number of possible models (networks) grows (with n) faster
than exponentially.

I Typically, the approach is “score+search” via optimisation
algorithms

I Output of these methods is “the best graph”
I It is preferable to have a set of models to average over

I Markov chain Monte Carlo can approximate s(G|D)
I We can then average any quantity of interest (e.g. presence of

an edge, number of certain structures in the graph) over the
possible models by calculating “over the chain”



graph_sampler

Open-source graph_sampler C software was created by Frederic
Bois.

http://www.nongnu.org/graphsampler/

I Input: (text script) a prior for graph structures, observed data,
likelihood model

I Both discrete and continuous data allowed
I Output: set of adjacency matrices approximating s(G|D)
I Fast C code makes working with networks of 100’s of nodes

computationally feasible
I Metripolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm makes proposals by

adding or removing edges

Technical overview is provided in Datta et al. (2017).

http://www.nongnu.org/graphsampler/


Structure priors and importance of cycles

I Priors on structures include priors on edge counts, node
degrees, probability of edges, concordance prior on adjacency
matrix and occurence of motifs (triangular loops).

I The priors can be used for structure learning as well as for
simulation of networks, Bois and Gayraud (2015).
I Of particular itnerest was simulatiuon of biological networks,

e.g. gene regulatory networks
I Cycles are common in such networks (Alon, 2007)
I The tool could simulate networks, but could not do inference

in presence of cycles



Example of a graph_sampler input/output



Convergence issues in MCMC
I Convergence to the posterior distribution can be difficult due

to “probability wells” sometimes appearing when we need to
“flip an edge” (C → B replaced by B → C) to get to higher
score

I Some of the flips (steps 1, 2, 3) are easy for the MCMC
algorithm

I 4a is a probability “well”: it’s practically impossible to
“traverse” as we need to go down before we can go back up

I This could be alleviated by using tempered sampling, but this
is not fully implemented in graph_sampler



Objective (redux)

I Extend graph_sampler to inference on cyclical structures
I Improve convergence within the existing methods
I Validate the inference
I Make the tool more user-friendly



Dealing with cycles

I We wanted to extend graph_sampler inference from DAGs to
graphs with cyclical structures (in continuous data)

I Using graph theory:
I Strongly connected components (SCCs) can be found in linear

time (Tarjan, 1972); every cycle is an SCC
I Each graph can be condensed so that there are no (non-trivial)

SCCs – yielding a DAG
I Probability in this condensed graph can be factorised again



Changes to deal with the cycles

I New score: for each condensed node, we use multivariate
Gaussian linear model (for continuous data) with an inverse
Wishart prior
I The prior can be used to give a preference to DAG structures

or cyclical structures
I Simulated case studies in the paper recovered the cycles

correctly
I An extra algorithm that checks how the score should be

updated
I Adding/removing edges in a DAG/SCC can create/destroy

SCCs in the parent/child node
I We must avoid any unnecessary calculations as this step can

be repeated e.g. 108 times
I While condensing discards information on directionality and

treats SCCs (of a given size) as equivalent, the prior can still
lead to a preference for certain structures “within” the SCC



Improving the convergence of MCMC

Going back to the same small simulated case:

I 4b is an alternative path that requires a cycle but goes around
the well



rgraphsampler

I While developing code for cyclical structures, we ported C
code of graph_sampler into R

I Available as R package prototype at
https://github.com/wwiecek/rgraphsampler

I Allows users to manipulate inputs and outputs without leaving
R environment

https://github.com/wwiecek/rgraphsampler


Summary of the result

I New method to work with cyclical structures in continuous
cases

I Fast implementation in graph_sampler (speed comparable
with DAG models)

I Explored role of tuning hyperparameters (inverse-Wishart
prior) in behaviour of the algorithm

I The method avoids the “probability wells”
I Solution is open-source and also has an R package extension
I Good performance on data from a BN learning competition

(DREAM, gene regulatory network Marbach et al. (2010) )
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